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to produce an even balance at times in the Council, so Chapter
•	v"i y
that the Administrator had had the determining voice,    	"
and one Cape Administrator, Sir N. F. De Waal, was
for years virtually sole representative of the adminis-
trative power. Moreover3 the provinces have failed to
develop their taxation resources, preferring to rely on
the obligation, moral if not legal, of the Union to enable
them to meet crises. A constant series of deficits has
been recorded, and the decision of General Hertzog in
favour of unification is not surprising. But it is opposed
by members of his own party who dislike unification,
and by the South African Party, which in this matter is
largely motived by the claims of Natal. Natal indeed
has pressed for federal reconstruction of the constitu-
tion, while, if this is not conceded, one section of the
population would prefer to leave the Union. General
Smuts has negatived either true federation or secession,
while insisting that due regard for provincial interests
may be expected from a government controlled by his
party, if and when that comes to pass. Administrative
difficulties arise also from the unsatisfactory character
of the delimitation of functions between the Union and
the provinces, nor is the distinction between the
different forms of education at all satisfactory. Unifica-
tion even if politically practicable—and the appeal of
the Orange Free State for Union intervention in 1932
to meet the financial situation strengthens the case for
it—has dangers and difficulties of a serious kind to face.
The northern provinces still lack the local institutions
to which the functions of the province could be handed
over, and above all there is the strongest objection to
levying rates on landed property, which should be the
chief course of revenue of such institutions.

